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Introduction 

This Course Handbook provides you with information about the senior courses available at Piopio College. To choose 
your courses you should talk to your subject teachers, Curriculum Leaders, Whanau Teachers and Careers Staff to 
find what subjects are most suitable for you. 

 

Ask yourself: (student checklist) 

• Do I have the ability to study this subject? 

• Do I enjoy this subject? 

• Do I have the prerequisites I need to study this subject? 

• Is this subject going to help me achieve my goals and promote my career pathway? 

 

Compulsory subjects 
 
All Year 11, 12 and 13 students study SIX subjects. 

YEAR 11/NCEA LEVEL 1 

English, Mathematics or Numeracy, and Science or Agricultural Science are compulsory for all students 

 

YEAR 12/NCEA LEVEL 2 

If you are intending to go on to further study at University, English is compulsory at Year 12. 

Otherwise English or Practical English are highly recommended, but not compulsory. 

 

YEAR 13/NCEA LEVEL 3 

There are no compulsory subjects at Year 13. However, to achieve the University Entrance qualification you must take 

at least three University Approved subjects. 

Year 13s may have one line of Supervised Study if they are following an Academic (predominately Achievement 

Standards based) course. 

 

COURSE FEES: Please note that some courses have fees for materials. You are expected to pay the fees before  

being given the course materials. 

 

Prerequisites 
 
There are prerequisites for some courses. A pre-requisite is the minimum level of achievement that you must have 

reached, before selecting the course as an option. 

 



Standards and assessments 
 

STANDARDS are parts of courses. Each standard is assessed and you can gain credits. 

Achievement standards can be assessed: 

AS = achievement standards  /  US = unit standards 

Achievement standards and unit standards are worth credits. All of these credits count towards NCEA qualifications. 
All subjects at each level show the standards that may be included in 2018. You will be given a Course outline showing 

the standards for each subject at the beginning of next year. 

NCEA and University Entrance 
The qualifications students study towards are: 

∙ NCEA Level One 

∙ NCEA Level Two 

∙ NCEA Level Three 

∙ University Entrance. 

The requirements for these qualifications are below 

To gain NCEA  Level 1, a student needs a minimum of 80 credits. 

• At least 10 credits must be numeracy. 
• At least 10 credits must be literacy. 
• The general rule is that to gain automatic entry to the next year level in a particular course, a student needs to gain  
   16 credits. 
 

Achievement standards can be gained as Achieved, Merit, or Excellence. 

Gaining 14 or more credits in a subject at Merit gains a Merit endorsement in that subject, 14 Excellence gains an  
Excellence Endorsement. Gaining 50 or more credits at Merit or Excellence gains a Level 1 Merit or Excellence  

Endorsement. 

Moving Up: 

Provided you have gained at least 20 Level 1 credits (and virtually everyone has), the target for Level 2 is  

60 credits. There are no new numeracy or literacy requirements. 

Gaining a Level 2 Excellence Endorsement can pay off in a big way: a number of Universities are offering Excellence 
Scholarships based on Level 2 results and some students may go to University each year with a fees Scholarship 

based on their Level 2 results. 

And at the Top: Level 3 has the same structure as Level 2. 

Achievement standards can be assessed: 
- internally (assignments in class; assignments for homework; projects; practical tasks) 
or 
- externally (end of year exams or portfolios etc). 
 

Unit standards are assessed - internally (assignments in class; assignments for homework; projects; practical tasks)  



However, gaining entry to University is different.  To do that you must have the following: 

• A minimum of 14 credits in three UE approved subjects 
 
• Passed Level 3 NCEA 
 
• Numeracy - A minimum of 10 Level 1 Maths credits 
 

• Literacy - A minimum of 10 Level 2 credits (5 Writing and 5 Reading) 

UNIVERSITY ENTRANCE 

Level 3 (Year 13) 

or higher 

Level 3 (Year 13) 

or higher 

Level 2 (Year 12) 

or higher 

Level 1 (Year 11) 

or higher 

Achieve NCEA Level 3 

* 10 Numeracy Credits 

14 Credits in 

approved subject 

14 Credits in 

approved subject 

14 Credits in 

approved subject 

*5 credits 

in reading 

10 Literacy  

Credits 

*5 credits in  

writing 

Help to choose your subjects 

If you need more help to get started, you may like to use the CAREERSNZ website www.careers.govt.nz that has  
information regarding subjects, careers, job outlook, pay, working conditions etc. This is the national website, used by 
Ms Quertier, Careers Adviser. ‘Careerquest’ is part of this website and is an online careers tool. It will link your areas of 

interest to careers and the subjects you need or book an appointment with Mrs Rauputu, Mrs Draper or Mrs Sheeran. 



Vocational Pathways for all Secondary students 
 

All curriculum standards fall within one or more of these vocational pathways. Vocational Pathways relate the stand-
ards you are learning to future study options and job opportunities. The pathways provide clear study options that are 

valued by employers and show you what employers expect to see you achieve in your learning. 

The pathways cover six broad industry sectors: 

(Colour Key for all subjects)  

Manufacturing and Technology 

Construction and Infrastructure 

Creative Industries 

Primary Industries 

Service Industries 

Social and Community Services 

 

http://www.careers.govt.nz/education-and-training/still-atschool/vocational-pathways/ 

Gateway Work Experience Programme 
 

The Gateway Programme is an exciting opportunity for a student to investigate or broaden their future career options 
by integrating school-based learning with structured learning in the workplace. Students attend a workplace one day a 
week for approximately 10 to 20 weeks, where they gain hands-on practical skills, as well as having their learning in 

the workplace assessed against up to 20 NZQA standards. Gateway is not a classroom based subject.   

Students with an excellent attendance record and Level 1 Literacy and Numeracy will be selected into this programme, 

based on a successful interview with our Gateway Coordinator.   

Applications are now open for next year. Please see Mrs Rauputu or Mrs Harris if you are interested. 

 

 

Secondary Tertiary Partnerships 

Up to 16 students will be given the opportunity to attend these campus based courses one day a week 

 Taratahi Primary Industries Course 

 Wintec 
Students travel to Hamilton 1 day a week and have the opportunity to undertake a practical course and provides 
sector related credits required to earn a Vocational Pathway Award on your NCEA Level 2 and NCEA Level 
3 qualifications. Students gain specific and practical experience and skills in an industry based setting, and the 

opportunity to move directly into a job or apprenticeship, or further study, on completion of secondary school. 

http://www.careers.govt.nz/education-and-training/still-atschool/vocational-pathways/


NCEA LEVEL 1 Courses on offer 

Please note that at least 6 students must enroll into a course before we could run it as a timetabled course.  
If less than 6 students select a course it will be considered as a correspondence, online or distance learning 

course. 

LEVEL 1 VISUAL ARTS                                                                                          TT code [1ART] 
 
Theme: Ko Wai Ahau: My Treasures, My Place 
The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and conceptual thinking. Skills young people 
can take with them whatever their future holds. 
 
Assessment: Students will have the opportunity to gain 22 Achievement Standard credits in this subject.  
This will consist of two internal assessments (90914 & 90915) and the external boards (90916) 
 
Students will also have the opportunity to gain endorsement with Merit or Excellence.  
Excellence Endorsement: 14 credits at Excellence level 
One internal assessment achieved with Excellence and the 12 credit external folio achieved with Excellence 
Merit Endorsement: 14 credits at Merit level or higher 
One internal assessment achieved with Merit or Excellence and the 12 credit external folio achieved with Merit or Excellence. 

 
Although formative assessments will occur throughout the year to track student progress, the final assessment for the 
90914 & 90915 internals will occur mid Term 3.  
If students fail to submit their work they will receive a Not Achieved. If they do hand in their work, but it doesn’t meet 
the standard, they will be able to resubmit their work once. The external folio (90916) will be further developed and 
completed in Term 3.  
The due dates for assessments are outlined in detail in the term planner handed out at the beginning of Term 1. It is 
expected that all students will attempt both of  the internal standards and the external boards. 
 
Course Fees: A fee of $40 covers the costs of student’s personal art materials for the year. Students can choose to 
purchase any extra personal stationary (brushes, pencils, folders) through the school or independently, for storing  
assessment information, sketches, brainstorms, images, notes and resources. Price lists are available through the art 

department. 

Level 1 Visual Art Credit Assess 
internal/ 
external 

Lit yes/no  
 

     

Standard Title 

AS 90914 Use drawing methods and 
skills for recording  

information using wet and 
dry media. 

4 Int        

AS 90915 Use drawing conventions to 
develop work in more than 

one field of practice. 

6 Int        

AS 90916 Produce a body of work 
informed by established 
practice, which develops 

ideas, using a range of  
media. 

12 Ext        



NCEA LEVEL 1 ENGLISH                                                                                        TTCODE: [1ENG] 
 
Course Outline: 
In this course you will analyse a range of visual and written texts through a thematic lens. Texts – written, visual or oral 
– will be selected to reflect this theme and assessments will be framed to test your understanding of ideas, and your 
thinking, reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. 
You will learn: 
• how to express ideas, and information presented within the texts covered throughout the year. 
• to communicate by developing, and structuring your responses in a controlled and convincing manner. 
• how writers and directors use a selection of language techniques to achieve a specific purpose. 
 
Aims: 
The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and critical thinking - skills young people can 
take with them whatever their future holds. 
 
Assessment: 
Students will have the opportunity to gain 24 Achievement Standard credits in this subject. This will consist of 16 inter-
nal credits and 8 external credits. 
 
To achieve Level 1 Literacy you are required to achieve 10 literacy credits at Level 1 or above. Whilst the credits for 
Literacy are available from a range of subjects, there is an expectation that you will work towards achieving these cred-
its in your English course. 
  
Course Fees 
A fee of $30 covers the cost of an AME English workbook which covers the eleven Level 1 English Achievement 
Standards 1.1 to 1.11. 
It features brief, clearly explained notes, examples and exercises for student practice. 

Level 1 English Credit int/ ext  
 

 
 

     

Standard Title 

90849 Show understanding of specified as-
pect(s) of studied written text(s), using 
supporting evidence 

4 E Y       

90850 Show understanding of specified as-
pect(s) of studied visual or oral text(s), 
using supporting evidence 

4 E Y       

90851 Show understanding of significant 
aspects of unfamiliar written text(s) 
through close reading, using sup-
porting evidence 

4 E Y       

90052 Produce creative writing 3 I Y       

90053 Produce formal writing 3 I Y       

90855 Create a visual text 3 I Y       

90852 Explain significant connection(s) across 
texts, using supporting evidence 

4 I Y       

90854 Form personal responses to inde-
pendently read texts, supported by 
evidence 

4 I Y       

90856 Show understanding of visual and/or 
oral text(s) through close viewing and/
or listening, using supporting evidence 

3 I Y       



NCEA LEVEL 1 LITERACY                                                                                   TT CODE [1LIT] 
 
Course Outline: 
This course is designed for students whose literacy skills still require further development to cope with NCEA.   
It is built around the Level 1 Literacy and Communication English unit standards. Students who work at a faster pace 
will also have the option of completing some English achievement standards. Those who complete this course gain 

NCEA Level 1 Literacy. 

You will 
• how to read for meaning, identifying key ideas, audience, and purpose 
• how to respond to texts read (in writing, visually, or orally) 
• how to write clearly to express their ideas for formal purposes.  For example, applying for a course or a job. 
• the conventions of a short story and how to write one themselves 

• how to participate with confidence in speaking activities 

Aims: 
The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and critical thinking - skills young people can 
take with them whatever their future holds. 
 
Assessment: 
Students will have the opportunity to gain 24 credits in this subject. This consists 10 Achievement Standard credits and 
14 Unit Standard credits.  
 
To achieve Level 1 Literacy you are required to achieve 10 literacy credits at Level 1 or above. Whilst the credits for 
Literacy are available from a range of subjects, there is an expectation that you will work towards achieving these cred-
its in your English Literacy course.  
 
The due dates for assessments are outlined in detail in the term planner handed out at the beginning of Term 1. It is 
expected that students will attempt each of the internal standards offered during the year. 
 
Course Fees 
A fee of $30 covers course costs for Level 1 Literacy. 

Note: These courses are subject to change at the teacher's discretion. Course is not endorsable. 

Level 1 Literacy Credit Int/ Ext Literacy 
 

 
 

     

Standard Title 

US 504 Produce a CV (curriculum vitae) 2 Int Y       

US 7121 Demonstrate skills to search, access, and select information 2 Int Y       

US 26622 Write to communicate ideas for a purpose and audience 4 Int Y       

US 26624 Read texts with understanding 3 Int Y       

US 26626 Actively participate in spoken interactions 3 Int Y       

AS 91103 Create a crafted and controlled visual and verbal text 3 Int Y       

AS 91106 Form developed personal responses to independently read texts, 
supported by evidence 

4 Int Y       

AS 91107 Analyse aspects of visual and/or oral text(s) through close viewing 
and/or listening, supported by evidence 

3 Int Y       



NCEA LEVEL 1 MATHEMATICS       TT Code [1MAT] 

 

Course Outline: 
In Mathematics and Statistics, students explore relationships in quantities, space and data and learn to express these 
relationships in ways that help them make sense of the world around them. They have a broad range of practical appli-
cations to everyday life, from financial literacy to recreation and leisure. Many apparently simple systems in real life are 
based on complex mathematical models. 
Despite all the practical importance mentioned above, the main purpose of mathematics is not the mathematical 
knowledge itself, but to make people think critically and logically, by organising their thinking using proper mathemati-
cal statements and not accepting statements without proof. 
 
Students should be thinking mathematically and statistically through using the following processes: 
• Making sense and finding connections 
• Posing questions and solving problems 
• Visualising and representing 
• Using and interacting with technologies 
• Reflecting and communicating 
• Estimating and being precise 
• Seeking patterns and generalizing 
• Conjecturing and verifying/proving 
• Modelling and predicting 
 
Assessment: 
The course consists of 14 internal credits and 8 external totaling 22 credits at level 1 of the National Qualifications 
Framework. The external exams will be held at the end of the year but students will participate in a practice exams and 

MCAT L1. It is expected that all students complete all standards both internal and at least 1 external. 

Standard Standard title Version Internal/ External Credits Date 

AS 91026(1.1) Apply numeric reasoning in solving prob-
lems 

3 Internal 4 T1, W8 

AS 91030(1.4) Apply linear algebra in solving  
problems 

3 Internal 3 T2, W4 

AS 91030(1.5) Apply measurement in solving  
problems 

3 Internal 3 T2, W10 

AS 91035(1.10) 

 
Investigate a given multivariate data set 
using the statistical enquiry cycle 3 Internal 4 T3, W5 

AS91027(1.2) Apply algebraic procedures in  
solving problems 

4 External 4 T3, W9(SEPT) 

AS91032(1.6) Apply geometric reasoning in  
solving problems 

4 External 4 T4, W6(NOV) 



NCEA LEVEL 1 NUMERACY       TT Code  [1NUM] 

 

Course Outline: 
In Mathematics and Statistics, students explore relationships in quantities, space and data and learn to express these 
relationships in ways that help them make sense of the world around them. They have a broad range of practical appli-
cations to everyday life, from financial literacy to recreation and leisure. Many apparently simple systems in real life are 
based on complex mathematical models. 
Despite all the practical importance mentioned above, the main purpose of mathematics is not the mathematical 
knowledge itself, but to make people think critically and logically, by organising their thinking using proper mathemati-
cal statements and not accepting statements without proof. 
 
Students should be thinking mathematically and statistically through using the following processes: 
• Making sense and finding connections 
• Posing questions and solving problems 
• Visualising and representing 
• Using and interacting with technologies 
• Reflecting and communicating 
• Estimating and being precise 
• Seeking patterns and generalizing 
• Conjecturing and verifying/proving 
• Modelling and predicting 
 
Assessment: 

The course consists of 5 internals totaling 16 credits at level 1 of the national qualifications framework. Please find the 

details at the Planner in the next page and remember that it is subjected to change. In this class, no externals will be 

taken. It is expected that all students complete all standards. 

 

Course fees: 

5 books costing $7 each ($35) and a simple scientific calculator ($30) is expected from students. 

Standard Standard title Internal/ External Credits Date 

AS 91026(1.1) Apply numeric reasoning in solving problems Internal 4 T1, W8 

AS 91030(1.5) Apply linear algebra in solving problems Internal 3 T2, W10 

AS 91035(1.10) Apply measurement in solving problems Internal 4 T3, W5 

AS91036 (1.11) 

 
Investigate a given multivariate data set using the statistical  
enquiry cycle Internal 3 T3, W9 

 AS91034 (1.9) Apply algebraic procedures in solving problems Internal 2 T4, W6 



NCEA LEVEL 1 PHYSICAL EDUCATION                                                                    TT CODE [1PEH] 
 
Course Outline: 
This course has a mixture of practical and theory assignments with a big part of the assessments being positive in-
volvement in classes. You will be required to work on various written and practical assignments as both an individual 
and a member of a team. 
There is a mixture of assessments around positive participation in sport, anatomy and physiology, sport skills, self-
management, supporting others in your sports team, and outdoor education. 
 
Assessment: 
This course consists of 5 achievement standards contributing 20 credits at Level 1 of the national Qualifications 
Framework. Students may achieve endorsement with Merit or Excellence for NCEA with 14 or more credits gained at 
that level. 
 
Course Fees 
There is a cost attached to the outdoor education achievement standards which will vary from $40 to $140 depending 
on the activity your child chooses. This will be in consultation with parents and whanau. 
 
Vocational Pathways/Literacy and Numeracy 

The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the standards in the 

following table. 

STANDARD 
NUMBER * 

STANDARD TITLE Version Int/ Ext Credit  
Value 

Num/Lit       

90962 Participate actively in a variety of 
physical activities and explain 

factors that influence own  

3 Int 5 Lit       

90963 Demonstrate understanding of 
the function of the body as it 
relates to the performance of 

3 Int 5 Lit       

90964 Demonstrate quality movement in 
the performance of a physical 

activity 

3 Int 3        

90966 Demonstrate interpersonal skills 
in a group and explain how these 

3 Int 4 Lit       

90970 Demonstrate self management 
strategies and describe the effects 

3 Int 3 Lit       

Maximum possible credits in each Vocational Pathway. 

Construction and 
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing and 
Technology 

Primary Industries Service Industries Social and Community 
Services 

Creative Industries 

  9 Credits 20 Credits 20 Credits 20 Credits 



NCEA LEVEL 1 SCIENCE                                                                                           TT CODE [1SCI] 
 
Course Outline: 
 
This course aims to: 
Involve students in investigating the physical components of their environment and make sense of them in a logical 

and creative way. 

Use systematic and creative processes of investigation to develop scientific thinking in students who can understand 
and produce a constantly evolving body of knowledge and can make an important contribution to the decisions which 

are shaping our world and the world of future generations. 

Show that learning in Science is fundamental to understanding the world in which we live and work.  It helps people to 
clarify ideas, to ask questions, to test explanations through measurement and observation, and to use their findings to 

establish the worth of an idea. 

Create an opportunity for all students to achieve a qualification in Science that will be of value to them both today and 

in the future - a qualification that will provide the building blocks for future success in study. 

 

This course consists of: 

Six NCEA achievement standards contributing 24 credits at Level 1 of the national qualifications framework.   

The timetable of study for the units of work are outlined in detail in the term planner.  

Four of the units are internally assessed; the remaining two will be examined in a practice exam as shown and the for-
mal external examination will be completed at the end of the year.  
It is expected all students will complete all set internal standards and at least one external standard.  

This course is able to be endorsed with Merit or Excellence for NCEA. 

 

Vocational Pathways/Literacy and Numeracy 

The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the standards in the 

following table. 

 

Course Fees 

Course fees are $30 – this covers the cost of the workbook you will be using during this course. 

 

Field trip 

Cost $40 covers a bus fares and access to a cave as well as exploration of the surrounding area related to the NZ 

landscape standard. 

 

 

 

 

 

Iti rearea, teitei kahikatea ka taea. 

Even the smallest bird can assail the tallest tree. 



STANDARD 
NUMBER * 

STANDARD TITLE Version Int/ Ext Credit  
Value 

Num/Lit       

Bio 1.1 

AS 90925 

Carry out a practical investigation 
in a biological context with  

direction 

3 Int 4 Num       

Chem 1.1 Carry out a practical chemistry 
investigation with direction 

3 Int 4 Num       

Phys 1.1 

As 90935 

Carry out a practical investigation 
with direction that leads to a 

linear mathematical relationship 

3 Int 4 Num       

Sci 1.5 Demonstrate an understanding of 
acids and bases 

4 Ext 4        

Sci 1.9 

AS 90948 

Demonstrate understanding of 
biological ideas relating to genetic 

variation and change 

3 Ext 4 Lit       

Sci 1.13 

AS 90952 

Demonstrate understanding of 
the  

formation of surface  
features in NZ 

3 Int 4 Lit       

Maximum possible credits in each Vocational Pathway. 

Construction and 
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing and 
Technology 

Primary Industries Service Industries Social and Community 
Services 

Creative Industries 

12 credits 20 Credits 24 Credits 12 Credits 12 Credits 20 Credits 

NCEA LEVEL 1 AGRICULTURAL & HORTICULTURAL SCIENCE                TT Code [1AHS] 
 

Course Outline: 
We are looking to re-introduce this course where agricultural and horticultural science adopts a practical, production-
focused approach. It involves students problem solving and then using appropriate management practices.  
Programmes are based around realistic and practical contexts. Students learn to explore agricultural and horticultural 

issues and to communicate their ideas to others. 

Standard  Topic Int/Ext Credits       

AS 90918 (1.1) Carry out a practical investigation Int 4       

AS 90157 

(1.2) 
Demonstrate practical skills Int 4       

AS 90155 (1.7) Pasture/Crop Management Practices Int 4       

AS 90160 
(1.5) 

DKO Impact on Environment Int 3       



YEAR 11 CARPENTRY                      TT Code  [1THM] 

Course Outline: 

This Level 1 qualification has no compulsory pre-requisite and includes both practical and theory studies with an  

emphasis on, wherever possible, learning through real practical projects. Students will be encouraged to work towards 

The National Certificate in Building, Construction and Allied Trades - Entry Level 1 for which Units 24352, 24355 and 

24356 plus English and Maths are compulsory. This can be achieved over one or two years by students who show 

good self motivation and set themselves high standards. You will be required to purchase the necessary materials to 

produce the items you construct.  

STANDARD 
NUMBER * 

STANDARD TITLE Credit  
Value 

      

US 24352  Plan, construct and finish a high quality piece of decorative woodwork. 
Demonstrate knowledge of and apply safe working practices in a BCATS 
Project. 

2       

US 24355  Demonstrate knowledge of construction and manufacturing materials.  4       

US 25921  Make a cupboard as a BCATS project.  6       

US 12927  Identify, select, use and maintain hand tools used for BCATS projects.  6       

US 29520  Use joints for a BCATS project.  3       

US 24352  Demonstrate knowledge of and apply safe working practices in a BCATS 
workplace.  

4       

US 24356  Apply elementary workshop procedures and processes.  8       

YEAR 11 HOSPITALITY                      TT Code  [1HOS] 

Course Outline: 

This is a practical, skills based course and during the year you will complete eight units of work covering a range of hospital-

ity based topics. You will learn how to correctly prepare, cook and present a wide variety of dishes according to the require-

ments of the hospitality industry. You will need to contribute towards the cost of the ingredients that are required to cook 

each week.  $6.00 a week or $60.00 a term.  This is an internally assessed, Unit Standard course. 

STANDARD No STANDARD TITLE Credit        

US 15901  Prepare and present fruit & vegetables in the hospitality industry  3       

US 21049  Demonstrate knowledge of knife care, use, storage, and carrying for the hospitality industry  2       

US 19770  Prepare and present egg and cheese dishes in the hospitality industry  2       

US 15900  Prepare and present meat in the hospitality industry  4       

US 15919  Prepare and present hot finger food in the hospitality industry  3       

US 15921 Prepare and cook a cake, a sponge and a batch of scones in the hospitality industry  3       

US 21057 Prepare and present mocktails for the hospitality industry  2       

US 15892 Demonstrate knowledge of terminology used for food & recipes in commercial cookery.  5       



NCEA LEVEL 1 MUSIC                      TT Code  [1MUS] 

Course Outline: 

This In 2018, the Level 1 Music programme students will learn to understand music in context, by analysing music from a 
range of sound environments, styles, and genres, in relation to historical, social, and cultural contexts, considering and re-
flecting on the influence of music in their own music making and in their lives. This course will cover the four strands of the 
Music Curriculum; Solo Performance, Group Performance, Composition and Musical Knowledge. There will be the oppor-
tunity for all students to apply knowledge of the elements of music, structural devices, and technologies through integrating 
aural, practical, and theoretical skills. All students will work towards performances on their chosen instrument or voice as 
soloists and in groups and each student writing songs individually and in groups. The major aim of this course is to involve 
students in exploring and making music with a strong focus on performance and songwriting. 
 
Assessment: 
Students will have the opportunity to gain 16 Achievement Standard credits in this subject, consisting of three internal as-
sessments. Opportunity will be given for students who wish to sit external assessments. This course is not able to be en-
dorsed with Merit or Excellence for NCEA. The due dates for assessments are outlined in detail in the term planner handed 
out at the beginning of Term 1. It is expected that all students will attempt all of the internal standards offered in this course. 
 
Course Fees 
There is no charge for this course. However, it is expected that students be learning an instrument or voice through the  
Itinerant Music Programme and there may be a cost for this. 

Level 1 Music Credits Int/ Ext       

Assess No Title 

91090 Perform two pieces of music as a featured soloist 6 Int       

AS 91091 Demonstrate ensemble skills through performing a 
piece as a member of a group 

4 Int       

AS 91092 Compose two pieces of music 6 Int       

NCEA LEVEL 1 TECHNOLOGY SOFT MATERIALS                  TT Code  [1TSM] 

Course Outline: 

This is a course that requires you to design and make a range of clothes and to produce a design folder that illustrates 

the technological processes of working with fabric. You will be required to purchase the necessary fabric to produce 

the items you design.  This is an Internally/Externally assessed Achievement Standard course.  

STANDARD 
NUMBER * 

STANDARD TITLE Int/ Ext Credit  
Value 

Num/Lit       

91058  Retro  Cushion - Implement basic 
procedures using textile materials 
to make a specified product  

Int 6        

91047 Designer Onesies- Undertake  
development to make a prototype.  

Int 6        

91096 Designer Onesies - Make basic 
adaptations to a pattern to enable a 
design to fit a person  

Int 4        

91049 Demonstrate understanding of how 
materials enable technological 
products to function.  

Ext 4 Lit       

6692 Prepare for and construct a leisure 
garment.  

Int 5        



NCEA LEVEL 1 TE REO MĀORI                      TT Code [1TRM] 

Course Outline: 
This course is aimed at students who have an interest and a genuine desire to learn and speak in Te Reo Māori.  
You will make use of context and familiar language to understand instructions and information in formal and informal 
contexts. All genre i.e. writing, speaking, reading and listening will be implemented. Te Reo Māori provides a suitable 
pathway for those who may intend to go on to higher education. 
 
Assessments:   
The programme involves completing 3 internal assessments during the year which focuses on listening, speaking and 
writing. There are 2 external exams at the end of the year which involves reading articles and answering questions and 
also presenting some genre of writing. 

Standard  Internally assessed Credits       

91085 Whakarongo kia mōhio ki te reo o tōna ao 6       

91086 Kōrero kia whakamahi i te reo o tōna ao 6       

91089 Waihanga tuhinga i te reo o tōna ao 6       

 Externally assessed        

91087 Pānui kia mōhio ki te reo o tōna ao 6       

91088 Tuhi i te reo o tōna ao 6       

CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 1 BUSINESS STUDIES   TT code [1CBUS] 
     
What this course involves 

The study of business is about how individuals and groups of people organise, plan and act to produce goods and  
services to satisfy customers. In a rapidly changing world, it is important that citizens are able to make informed and  
rational decisions about business matters. Business Studies covers five key themes that encompass business 
knowledge, content and concepts - business formation, functions of business, people in business, business manage-
ment and the business environment. The knowledge and skills gained in Business Studies and exposure to enterprise 
culture can help shape ‘creative, energetic and enterprising’ people who will contribute to New Zealand’s economic 
future. In Business Studies, students develop their understanding of business theory and practices in a range of rele-

vant contexts. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num       

121 Demonstrate and apply knowledge of office equipment 
and administration processes 

5 Int        

22847 Demonstrate knowledge of innovation and entrepreneur-
ship in business contexts 

2 Int        

90837 Demonstrate an understanding of internal features of a 
small business 

4 Ext la       

90838 Demonstrate an understanding of external factors influ-
encing a small business 

4 Ext la       

90839 Apply business knowledge to an operational problem(s) in 
a given small business context 

4 Ext la       

90840 Apply the marketing mix to a new or existing product 3 Int la       

90841 Investigate aspects of human resource processes in a busi-
ness 

3 Int la       



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 1 HISTORY          TT code [1CHIS]   

What is History 

To understand the past is to understand the present and history gives students an insight into current world problems and 
an awareness of what it is to be a New Zealander. It explores people and events and how they have influenced the world, 
both historically and currently. It is not just about presenting the facts but observing and questioning values and attitudes. 
Students will gain a wider awareness of the world through historical knowledge, while improving their communication and 
writing skills to enable them to express clear, convincing and well thought out arguments. 

What this course involves 

Over the last 100 years the world has undergone rapid and significant change, and this course focuses on significant, 
and at times horrific, historical events throughout the 20th century. The effects of events that are studied can still be seen, 
and help to provide an understanding of today’s international problems. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num       

91001 Carry out an investigation of an historical event, or 
place, of significance to New Zealanders 

4 Int la        

91002 Demonstrate understanding of an historical event, 
or place, of significance to New Zealanders 

4 Int la        

91003 Interpret sources of an historical event of signifi-
cance to New Zealanders 

4 Ext la        

91004 Demonstrate understanding of different perspec-
tives of people in an historical event of significance 
to New Zealanders 

4 Int la UEna       

91005 Describe the causes and consequences of an  
historical event 

4 Ext la UEna       

91006 Describe how a significant historical event affected 
New Zealand society 

4 Ext la        

CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 1 GEOGRAPHY   TT code [1CGEO]  
   
Course Outline: 

This is an introduction to geography, its basic skills and concepts. Students will learn how the world’s natural and cultural 
environments and people interact through studies of population concepts, sustainability and the effects of extreme natural 
events. The course teaches students how to draw and interpret maps, as well as how to interpret a variety of information 
and data. There is a focus on both New Zealand and global issues which will develop research and observation skills and 
give students the ability to take action and solve problems. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num       

91007 Demonstrate geographic understanding of envi-
ronments that have been shaped by extreme 
natural event(s) 

4 Ext la        

91008 Demonstrate geographic understanding of popula-
tion concepts 

4 Ext la        

91009 Apply geography concepts and skills to Demon-
strate geographic understanding of the sustaina-
ble use of an environment 

3 Int la        

91010 Apply concepts and basic geographic skills to 
demonstrate understanding of a given environ-
ment 

4 Ext na UEna       

91011 Conduct geographic research, with direction 4 Int lna UEna       

91012 Describe aspects of a contemporary New Zealand 
geographic issue 

3 Int la        

91013 Describe aspects of a geographic topic at a global 
scale 

3 Int la        



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 1 ACCOUNTING   TT code [1CACC]  

What this course involves 

Accounting is fundamental not just for businesses but everyday life. It enhances students’ financial literacy and gives 
them the tools to make real life financial decisions in a changing and uncertain world. Accounting includes the process 
of preparing and communicating financial information to a wide range of users. Further study can lead to diverse ca-
reers in accounting in many business environments worldwide. With a business or commerce degree, students can 

keep their options wide open. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num       

90976 Demonstrate understanding of accounting concepts for 
small entities 

3 Ext la       

90977 Process financial transactions for a small entity 5 Int        

90978 Prepare financial statements for sole proprietors 5 Ext        

90979 Prepare financial information for a community organisa-
tion's annual general meeting 

4 Int la       

90980 Interpret accounting information for sole proprietors 4 Ext la       

90981 Make a financial decision for an individual or group 3 Int la       

90982 Demonstrate understanding of cash management for a 
small entity 

4 Int la       



NCEA LEVEL 2 Courses on offer 

Please note that at least 6 students must enroll into a course before we could run it as a timetabled course.  
If less than 6 students select a course it will be considered as a correspondence, online or distance learning 

course. 

NCEA LEVEL 2 ENGLISH         TT code [2ENG] 

Course Outline: In this course you will analyse a range of visual and written texts through a thematic lens. Texts – written, visual 
or oral – will be selected to reflect this theme and assessments will be framed to test your understanding of ideas, and your think-
ing, reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills.  
 
You will learn: 

• how to form your own interpretations of ideas presented within the texts covered throughout the year. 

• to communicate by developing, sustaining, and structuring your responses in a convincing/purposeful manner. 

• how writers and directors use a selection of language techniques to achieve a specific purpose. 
 
Aims: The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and critical thinking - skills young people can take 
with them whatever their future holds. 
  
Assessment: Students will have the opportunity to gain 24 Achievement Standard credits in this subject. This will consist of 16 
internal credits and 8 external credits. 
To achieve University Entrance Literacy you are required to achieve 5 reading credits and 5 writing credits at Level 2 or above. 
Whilst the credits for the reading and writing components are available from a range of subjects, there is an expectation that you 
will work towards achieving these credits in your English course. 
 
Fees: 
A fee of $30 covers the cost of an AME English workbook which covers the ten Level 2 English Achievement Standards 2.1 to 
2.10. 

Level 2 English Credit Int / Ext Lit R/W       

Standard No Title 

91098 Analyse specified aspect(s) of studied 
written text(s), supported by evidence 

4 Ext R  W       

91099 Analyse specified aspect(s) of studied visual 
or oral text(s), supported by evidence 

4 Ext W       

91100 Analyse significant aspects of unfamiliar 
written text(s) through close reading, sup-
ported by evidence 

4 Ext R  W       

91101 Produce a selection of crafted and con-
trolled writing 

6 Int W       

91103 Create a crafted and controlled visual and 
verbal text 

3 Int        

91104 Analyse significant connections across texts, 
supported by evidence 

4 Int        

91106 Form developed personal responses to 
independently read texts, supported by 
evidence 

4 Int R       

91107 Analyse aspects of visual and/or oral text(s) 
through close viewing and/or listening, 
supported by evidence 

3 Int        



Course Outline: 

 

This course focuses on building upon the skills students have learned in Level 1 English Practical and further develops 

their productive and receptive language skills. The course aims to give students an opportunity to enhance their  

language skills based around a future employment focus.   

You will learn: 

• how to research a chosen career based topic and evaluate the success of their research 

• how to document their research findings in a written format 

• how to write both a general and targeted resumé 

• how to conduct themselves in a formal interview 

• how to write a business correspondence 

  

Aims: The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and critical thinking - skills young  

people can take with them whatever their future holds. 

  

 Assessment: Students will have the opportunity to gain 18 Unit Standard credits in this subject. 

NCEA internal assessments allow a flexible approach to the collection of achievement evidence. Therefore, assess-

ment conditions will vary from in class tasks, under teacher supervision, to ongoing assessment work completed at 

home. 

Course Fees: A fee of $30 covers course costs for Level 2/3 Literacy for the year  

NCEA LEVEL 2 / 3 LITERACY                   TT code [2/3LIT] 

NCEA Level 2/3  Literacy Credits Int / Ext       

Standard 
No 

Title 

10781 Produce a plan for own future directions 3        

12383 Explore career options and their implications 3        

24871 Complete workplace forms 2        

4252 Produce a personal targeted CV (curriculum vitae) 2        

4253 Demonstrate knowledge of job search skills 3        

7117 Produce a plan to enhance own learning 2        

7118 Manage own learning programme 3        

Note: These courses are subject to change at the teacher's discretion. Course is NOT endorsable.  



NCEA LEVEL 2 MATHEMATICS       TT Code [2MAT] 

 

Course Outline: 
In Mathematics and Statistics, students explore relationships in quantities, space and data and learn to express these 
relationships in ways that help them make sense of the world around them. They have a broad range of practical appli-
cations to everyday life, from financial literacy to recreation and leisure. Many apparently simple systems in real life are 
based on complex mathematical models. 
Despite all the practical importance mentioned above, the main purpose of mathematics is not the mathematical 
knowledge itself, but to make people think critically and logically, by organising their thinking using proper mathemati-
cal statements and not accepting statements without proof. 
 
Students should be thinking mathematically and statistically through using the following processes: 
• Making sense and finding connections 
• Posing questions and solving problems 
• Visualising and representing 
• Using and interacting with technologies 
• Reflecting and communicating 
• Estimating and being precise 
• Seeking patterns and generalizing 
• Conjecturing and verifying/proving 
• Modelling and predicting 
 
Assessment: 

The course consists of 9 internal credits and 13 externals totaling 22 credits at level 2 of the national qualifications 

framework. Please find the details at the Planner in the next page and remember that it is subjected to change. 

The external exams will be held at the end of the year but students are going to be examined in a practice exam in 

class. It is expected that all students complete all standards both internal and external. 

 

Course fees: 

6 books costing  $7 each ($42)  is expected from students.  A graphic calculator will also be needed ($100) although 

the school has some to lend students. 

Standard Standard title Version Internal/ External Credits Date 

AS91261(2.6) Apply algebraic methods in solving problems 3 External 4 T3, W3(NOV) 

AS1269(2.14) Apply systems of equations in solving problems 3 Internal 2 T2, W2 

AS 91259(2.4) Apply trigonometric relationships in solving problems 3 Internal 3 T2, W10 

AS91264(2.9) Use statistical methods to make an inference 3 Internal 4 T3, W5 

AS91262(2.7) Apply calculus methods in solving problems 3 External 5 T4, W6(NOV) 

AS91267(2.12) Apply probability methods in solving problems 3 External 4 T4, W6(NOV) 



LEVEL 2 NCEA   PHYSICAL EDUCATION      TT Code [ 2PEH] 

 
This course has a mixture of practical and theory assignments with the participation and written work going hand in 
hand. 
You will be required to work on various written and practical assignments as both an individual and member of a team. 
There is a mixture of assessments around fair-play in sport, sport skills, running a sporting event, biomechanics and 
physiology and outdoor education (surfing, paintball etc). As well as working towards achieving credits there will be 
plenty of opportunities to participate in a wide range of sports and physical activity. 
This course is about developing life-long sporting, social and academic skills to prepare yourself for further study and a 
healthy lifestyle. 
 
This course consists of: 
Five NCEA achievement standards contributing 20 credits at Level 2 of the national qualifications framework. The time-
table of study for the units of work are outlined in detail in the term planner.  This course is able to be endorsed with 
Merit or Excellence for NCEA with 14 or more credits gained at that level. 
 
There is a cost attached to the outdoor education achievement standard which will vary from $40 to $140 depending 
on the activity you choose. This will be in consultation with parents and whanau. 
 
Vocational Pathways/Literacy and Numeracy 
The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the standards in the 
following table. 

STANDARD 
No 

STANDARD TITLE Version Int/ Ext Credit Num/
Lit 

      

91329 Demonstrate understanding of the application 
of biophysical principles to training for physical 

activity 

2 Int 4 Lit       

91330 Perform a physical activity in an applied setting 3 Int 4        

91333 Analyse the application of risk management 
strategies to a challenging outdoor activity 

2 Int 3 Lit       

91334 Consistently demonstrate social responsibility 
through applying a social responsibility model 

in physical activity 

2 Int 3        

91335 Examine the implementation and outcome(s) of 
a physical activity event or opportunity 

2 Int 3 Lit       

Maximum possible credits in each Vocational Pathway 

Construction and  
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing and 
Technology 

Primary Industries Service Industries Social and Community 
Services 

Creative Industries 

  3 17 9 17 



NCEA LEVEL 2 BIOLOGY                                                                                           TT CODE [2BIO] 
 
Course Outline: 
 
This course aims to: 
Involve students in investigating the biological components of their environment and make sense of them in a logical 

and creative way.  

Use systematic and creative processes of investigation to develop scientific thinking in students who can understand 
and produce a constantly evolving body of knowledge and can make an important contribution to the decisions which 

are shaping our world and the world of future generations.  

Show that learning in Biology is fundamental to understanding the world in which we live and work.  It helps people to 
clarify ideas, to ask questions, to test explanations through measurement and observation, and to use their findings to 

establish the worth of an idea.  

Create an opportunity for all students to achieve a qualification in Biology that will be of value to them both today and 

in the future - a qualification that will provide the building blocks for future success in study. 

This course consists of: 

Five NCEA achievement standards contributing 18 credits at Level 2 of the national qualifications framework.   

Four of the units are internally assessed; the remaining one will be examined in a practice exam as shown, with the 
formal external examination being completed at the end of the year.  It is expected all students will complete all set 
internal standards and at least one external standard. This course is able to be endorsed with Merit or Excellence for 

NCEA. 

Vocational Pathways/Literacy and Numeracy 

The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the standards in the 

following table. 

Course Fees 

Course fees are $30 – this covers the cost of the workbook you will be using during this course. 

Field trip 

Cost $40. This covers the cost of travel to Taranaki for exploration of the coast and mount Taranaki related to patterns 

in ecological communities and to adaptations of organisms to their environment. 

STANDARD # STANDARD TITLE Int/ Ext Credit 
Value 

Num/Lit Test  
Format 

      

Bio 2.1 

AS 91153 

Carry out a practical investi-
gation in a biology context, 

with supervision 

Internal 4 Num Practical 
Report 

            

Bio 2.3 

AS 91155 

Demonstrate understanding 
of adaptation of plants or 
animals to their way of life 

Internal 3 Lit Essay             

Bio 2.6 

AS 91158 

Investigate a pattern in an 
ecological community, with 
supervision 

Internal 4 Lit Essay             

Bio 2.7 

AS 91159 

Demonstrate understanding 
of gene expression 

External 4 Lit Formal 
written 

            

Bio 2.8 

AS 91160 

Investigate biological  
material at the microscopic 

level 

Internal 3   Annotated 
drawings 

            

Maximum possible credits in each Vocational Pathway 

Construction and  
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing and 
Technology 

Primary Industries Service Industries Social and Community 
Services 

Creative Industries 

 4 18 10 14 3 



NCEA Level 2 TE REO MĀORI                                      TT Code [2TRM] 

 
Prerequisite: Course covered at Level 1 or on HOD approval 
 
Summary of Course: The programme involves completing 3 internal assessments during the year which focuses on 
Listening, Speaking and Writing. There are 2 external exams at the end of the year which involves reading articles and 
answering questions and also presenting some genre of writing. 
Fees: NZQA fees apply 
 
The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the standards in the 
following table. 

Standard  Internally assessed Credits       

91284 Whakarongo kia mōhio ki te reo o te ao torotoro 4       

91285 Kōrero kia whakamahi i te reo o te ao torotoro 6       

91288 Waihanga tuhinga i te reo o te ao torotoro 6       

 Externally assessed        

91286 Pānui kia mōhio ki te reo o te ao torotoro 6       

91287 Tuhi i te reo o te ao torotoro 6       

NCEA LEVEL 2 TECHNOLOGY SOFT MATERIALS                                                   TT Code [2TSM] 
                                                           

This is a course that requires you to design and make a range of clothes and to produce a design folder that illustrates 
the technological processes of working with fabric. You will be required to purchase the necessary fabric to produce 

the items you design. This is an Internally assessed Achievement /Unit Standard course. 

Standard # Title Lit Credit       

AS 2.21 Shirt Smart: Implement  advanced procedures 
using textile  materials to make a specified 
product with special features 

  6             

US 6690 Shirt Smart: Plan for and construct a tailored 
shirt 

  6             

AS  91354 No 1 Skirts: Undertake brief development to 
address an issue 

L1 Lit 4             

AS 91357 No 1 Skirts: Undertake effective development 
to make and trial a prototype 

  6             

US   6696          Kid’s Stuff: Prepare for and construct a child’s 
garment 

  6             

Us 6693 Front of House: Prepare for and construct a 
non wearable textile item. 

  6             



Course Outline: In 2018, the Level 2 Visual Art studies will be based around the theme of ‘Turangawaewae - A Place 
to Stand.’ Individually students will choose an idea based around the theme and develop it through the study of differ-
ent artist models and artistic styles. As this is a painting course, the main focus for practical work will be wet media. 
Students can however use photography, digital manipulation, printmaking, sculpture or design to aid them in develop-
ing their theme. 
 
Aims: The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and conceptual thinking.  
Skills young people can take with them whatever their future holds. 
 
Assessment: Students will have the opportunity to gain 22 Achievement Standard credits in this subject.  
This will consist of two internal assessments (91311 & 91316) and the external boards (91321) 
 
Course Fees 
A fee of $40 covers the costs of students personal materials for the year. Students can choose to purchase any extra 
personal stationary (brushes, pencils, folders) through the school or independently. Price lists are available through the 

art department. 

Level 2 Visual Art Credit Int/Ext Literacy       

Assess No Title 

91311 Use drawing methods to apply 
knowledge of conventions appropriate 

to painting 

4 Int        

91316 Develop ideas in a related series of 
drawings appropriate to established 

painting 

6 Int        

91321 Produce a systematic body of work 
that shows understanding of art  

making conventions and ideas within 
painting 

12 Ext        

LEVEL 2 VISUAL ARTS                                                                                          TT code [2ART] 

Year 12 FOOD AND NUTRITION                             TT Code [2 FNT] 
 
This theory based course will also involve one lesson of practical cooking. You will be required to work on a variety of 
written assessments as both an individual and a team. The course will require you to have time management skills and 
a strong work ethic as it will entail work outside of the classroom. Course costs are $30 a term. This is to pay for ingre-

dients that will be required for aspects of the course. 

Standard 
Number 

Standard 
Title 

Credit 
Value 

Lit/
Num 

Construction 
& Infrastruc-
ture 

Manufacturing 
& 
Technology 

Primary 
Industries 

Service 
Industries 

Social & 
Community 

Creative 

AS91301 Analyse beliefs, attitudes and prac-
tices related to a nutritional issue 
for families in New Zealand 

5 L             
  

AS91299 Analyse issues related to the provi-
sion of food for people with spe-
cific food needs 

5 L             

AS91302 Evaluate sustainable food related 
practices 

5 L             



NCEA LEVEL 2 HARD MATERIALS TECHNOLOGY (WOOD)                              TT CODE: [2THM] 

 

This Level 2 qualification preferably builds on the skills developed in Level 1 but there is no compulsory pre-requisite. 

This course includes both practical and theory studies with an emphasis on, wherever possible, learning through real 
practical projects. It covers skills in communication, literacy, maths, quality standards, workshop procedures, freehand 
sketching, job specifications, health and safety, materials knowledge (e.g. timber, metal, plastic, glass and rubber), and 
hand tools, power tools, and fixed machinery. You will be required to purchase the necessary materials to produce the 

items you construct.   

Standard # Standard Title Credit LIT Construction & 
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing 
&Technology 

Primary 
Industries 

Service 
Industries 

Social & 
Community 

Creative 

US 2354 Demonstrate knowledge of and 
apply safe working practices in a 
BCATS workplace. 

4               

US 2932 Construct timber garden furni-
ture and items of construction 
equipment as a BCATS project. 

8               

US 12927 Identify, select, use and maintain 
hand tools used for BCATS  
projects. 

6               

US 25319 Demonstrate knowledge of the  
carpentry industry within a 
BCATS environment. 

2               

US 25333 Demonstrate knowledge of the 
plumbing industry within a 
BCATS environment. 

2               

Standard 
Number 

Standard 
Title 

Credit Construction &  
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing & 
Technology 

Primary 
Industries 

Service 
Industries 

Social & 
Community 

Creative 

US167 Practise food safety methods in a food 
business under supervision 

4             

US13285 
  

Handle and maintain knives in a com-
mercial kitchen 
  

2             

US13276 Prepare and cook food by grilling in a  
commercial kitchen 
  

2             

US13283 Prepare and present salads for service 2             

US13280 Prepare fruit and vegetables cuts 2             

US13271 Cook food items by frying 2             

US13272 Cook food items by baking 2             

US13281 Prepare and present basic sandwich 2             

Year 12 HOSPITALITY         TT CODE: [2HOS] 

 

This is a practical, skills based course and during the year you will complete eight units of work covering a range of 
hospitality based topics. You will learn how to correctly prepare, cook and present a wide variety of dishes according to 
the requirements of the hospitality industry. You will need to contribute towards the cost of the ingredients that are  

required to cook each week.  $6.00 a week or $60.00 a term. This is an internally assessed, Unit Standard course 



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 2 GEOGRAPHY     TT Code [2CGEO]  

Course Outline: 

Geography is the study of the environment as the home of people. It explores the relationships and connections  
between people and both natural and cultural environments. Geography investigates the ways in which features are 
arranged on the earth’s surface. It describes and explains the patterns and processes that create them. Students learn 

to think spatially and use maps, visual images and new technologies to obtain, present and analyse information.  

What this course involves: 

At this level, students will study how a large natural environment has evolved over time and created specific landscape 
features. Students are also asked to consider the differences between developed and less developed countries, and 
how this affects their people and society. Issues such as access to safe water and the generation of wind power are 
considered both on a national and international level. Basic geographic skills and techniques will be expanded, and the 
ability to analyse and interpret an array of data is developed. There is the opportunity to conduct a survey, process the 

results, reach conclusions and critically evaluate the research finding. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num       

91240 Demonstrate geographic understanding of a large 
natural environment 

4 Ext 1a UElwra       

91242 Demonstrate geographic understanding of differ-
ences in development 

4 Ext la UElwra       

91243 Apply geography concepts and skills to demon-
strate understanding of a given environment 

4 Ext la        

91244 Conduct geographic research with guidance 5 Int lna UEna       

91245 Explain aspects of a contemporary New Zealand 
geographic issue 

3 Int la        

91246 Explain aspects of a geographic topic at a global 
scale 

3 Int la        

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num       

91161 Carry out quantitative analysis 4 Int na UEna       

91163 Demonstrate understanding of the chemistry used 
in the development of a current technology 

3 Int la        

91164 Demonstrate understanding of bonding, structure, 
properties and energy changes 

5 Ext la        

91165 Demonstrate understanding of the properties of 
selected organic compounds 

4 Ext la        

91166 Demonstrate understanding of chemical reactivity 4 Ext la        

91167 Demonstrate understanding of oxidation-
reduction 

3 Int         

CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 2 CHEMISTRY                 TT Code [2 CCHM]  

Course Outline: 

From the time people worked out how to create fire, it has been chemistry at the forefront of exciting discoveries such 

as the structure of DNA and the use of semiconductors in electronics. Chemistry looks at the behaviour of substances, 

the changes they undergo to create new ones and the reactions between them. Yet it is more than what happens at a 

micro level, it is about what it is that makes us, our materials and everything around us. Alongside this, you will learn 

essential skills and knowledge needed to analyse scientific information, conduct experiments and research. Chemistry 

is essential for a wide range of careers including medicine, pharmacy, engineering and environmental science, through 

to wine making and food technology.  



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 2 HISTORY                 TT Code [2 CHIS]  

What is History 

To understand the past is to understand the present and history gives students an insight into current world problems 
and an awareness of what it is to be a New Zealander. It explores people and events and how they have influenced 
the world, both historically and currently. It is not just about presenting the facts but observing and questioning values 
and attitudes. Students will gain a wider awareness of the world through historical knowledge, while improving their 

communication and writing skills to enable them to express clear, convincing and well thought out arguments.  

What this course involves 

This course gives an insight into the people and events that have shaped the modern world in the past 150 years. It 
was a period of significant change with the rise of nationalism, feminism, fascism and communism being just a few of 
the influential forces that emerged. Students will look into the origins of World War I, the conflict in Vietnam (1945-
1975) and how these events affected New Zealand. The changing roles and opportunities for women in New Zealand 

from 1880-1960 will also be investigated. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num       

91229 Carry out an inquiry of an historical event or place 
that is of significance to New Zealanders 

4 Int la UElra       

91230 Examine an historical event or place that is of 
significance to New Zealanders 

5 Int la UElra       

91231 Examine sources of an historical event that is of 
significance to New Zealanders 

4 Ext la UElwra       

91232 Interpret different perspectives of people in an 
historical event that is of significance to New 
Zealanders 

5 Int la UElra       

91233 Examine causes and consequences of a significant 
historical event 

5 Ext la UElwra       

91234 Examine how a significant historical event affected 
New Zealand society 

5 Ext la UElwra       

CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 2 PHYSICS                                      TT Code [2 CPHY]  

What this course involves 

Physics offers an insight into the fundamental ways the world works scientifically, and its relationship with technology. 
Essentially it is the study of the matter and energy that makes up the physical world. This includes topics such as light, 
sound, heat, movement, forces, atomic physics as well as electricity and magnetism. Students will encounter many key 
scientific ideas and concepts that support study in other science subjects and related areas such as engineering and 

health science. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num       

91168 Carry out a practical physics investigation that 
leads to a non-linear mathematical relationship 

4 Int lna UEna       

91169 Demonstrate understanding of physics relevant to 
a selected context 

3 Int la        

91170 Demonstrate understanding of waves 4 Ext lna UEna       

91171 Demonstrate understanding of mechanics 6 Ext lna UEna       

91172 Demonstrate understanding of atomic and nuclear 
physics 

3 Int la        

91173 Demonstrate understanding of electricity and 
electromagnetism 

6 Ext lna UEna       



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 2 ACCOUNTING   TT Code [2CACC] 

What this course involves 

Accounting is fundamental not just for businesses but everyday life. It enhances students’ financial literacy and gives them 
the tools to make real life financial decisions in a changing and uncertain world. Accounting includes the process of prepar-
ing and communicating financial information to a wide range of users. Further study can lead to diverse careers in account-
ing in many business environments worldwide. With a business or commerce degree, students can keep their options wide 
open. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext Lit/Num       UELit/Num 

91174 Demonstrate understanding of accounting concepts for an 
entity that operates accounting subsystems 

4 Ext la        

91175 Demonstrate understanding of accounting processing using 
accounting software 

4 Int na       UEna 

91176 Prepare financial information for an entity that operates ac-
counting subsystems 

5 Ext na       UEna 

91177 Interpret accounting information for entities that operate 
accounting subsystems 

4 Ext lna       UEna 

91179 Demonstrate understanding of an accounts receivable  
subsystem for an entity 

3 Int lna       UEna 

91386 Demonstrate understanding of an inventory subsystem for an 
entity 

3 Int lna       UEna 

91481 Demonstrate understanding of a contemporary accounting 
issue for decision-making 

4 Int la        

NCEA LEVEL 2 MUSIC                      TT Code [2MUS] 

What this course involves 
Music is a fundamental aspect of any culture and a greater understanding of it can provide a unique insight into a society. 
Along with cultural knowledge, students have the chance to develop their own practical music skills which can further en-
hance not only their creative and critical abilities, but the enjoyment that comes from listening to music. 
This course continues to build skills in solo and group performance on an instrument or with voice. It also provides further 
study of composition, music knowledge, score reading and music technology (only in consultation with the senior teacher). 
All students need their own instrument and access to a music mentor within their own community. As a way of acknowledg-
ing students’ strengths in broader performing arts disciplines, some level 2 dance standards are also offered within this 
course. 

Standard Description Credits Int/Ext       Lit/Num 

27657 Demonstrate knowledge of the development and usage of music technolo-
gy equipment and techniques 

4 Int        

27658 Demonstrate and apply knowledge of electronic music production and 
music notation application(s) 

4 Int        

91207 Perform an ethnic or social dance to communicate understanding of the 
style 

4 Int        

91209 Perform a repertoire of dance 6 Int        

91270 Perform two substantial pieces of music as a featured soloist 6 Int        

91271 Compose two substantial pieces of music 6 Int        

91272 Demonstrate ensemble skills by performing a substantial piece of music as 
a member of a group 

4 Int        

91273 Devise an instrumentation for an ensemble 4 Int        

91274 Perform a substantial piece of music as a featured soloist on a second 
instrument 

3 Int        

91276 Demonstrate knowledge of conventions in a range of music scores 4 Ext       la 

91278 Investigate an aspect of New Zealand music 4 Int       la 



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 2 BUSINESS STUDIES                   TT Code [2CBUS] 

What this course involves 

The study of business is about how individuals and groups of people organise, plan and act to produce goods and  
services to satisfy customers. In a rapidly changing world, it is important that citizens are able to make informed and  
rational decisions about business matters. Business Studies covers five key themes that encompass business 
knowledge, content and concepts - business formation, functions of business, people in business, business manage-
ment and the business environment. The knowledge and skills gained in Business Studies and exposure to enterprise 
culture can help shape ‘creative, energetic and enterprising’ people who will contribute to New Zealand’s economic 
future. In Business Studies, students develop their understanding of business theory and practices in a range of rele-

vant contexts. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UELit/
Num       

121 Demonstrate and apply knowledge of office equipment and 
administration processes 

5 Int         

90843 Demonstrate understanding of the internal operations of a 
large business 

4 Ext la        

90844 Demonstrate understanding of how a large business  
responds to external factors 

4 Ext la        

90845 Apply business knowledge to a critical problem(s) in a given 
large business context 

4 Ext la        

90846 Conduct market research for a new or existing product 3 Int lna UEna       

90847 Investigate the application of motivation theory in a  
business 

3 Int la        

NCEA LEVEL 2 /3 BCITO        TT Code [23BC]  

The Building and Construction Industry Training Organisation (BCITO) is the standard setting body for the building and 

construction industry.  

The following are examples of packages that the school may be able to deliver in partnership with BCITO. 

Packages Credits Construction and 
Infrastructure 

Gateway  Architectural  Aluminium  Joinery (Level 2) 21 Credits   

Gateway  Cement  and  Concrete    Attached  to  the  National  Certificate  in 
  Concrete  Core  Skills  (Level  2) 

22 Credits   

Gateway  Carpentry  Attached  to  the  National  Certificate  in 
 Carpentry  (Level  4)  or  National  Certificate  in   Frame  and  Truss   
Manufacture  (Level  3) 

20 Credits   

Gateway  Carpentry  Plus  Attached  to  the  National  Certificate  in 
 Carpentry  (Level  4) 

12 Credits   

NCEA LEVEL 2 /3 VOCATIONAL PATHWAYS                       TT Code [23VP]  

This will be a class where students are able to work toward completing Vocational Pathways and gateway Unit Stand-

ards. Standards will be sourced based on individual students’ interests, or related to the identified Vocational Pathways 

and will include employment skills, life skills and Industry skills. 

 

Short courses related to Vocational Pathways may also include: 

Red Shirts (The Warehouse), Maori Tourism Camp, Leadership courses, Barista. 



NCEA LEVEL 3 Courses on offer 

Please note that at least 6 students must enroll into a course before we could run it as a timetabled course.  
If less than 6 students select a course it will be considered as a correspondence, online or distance learning 

course. 

NCEA LEVEL 3 ENGLISH                 TT Code [3ENG] 
 
Course Outline: In this course you will analyse a range of visual and written texts through a thematic lens.  
Texts – written, visual or oral – will be selected to reflect this theme and assessments will be framed to test your  
understanding of ideas, and your thinking, reading, writing, speaking, and listening skills. 
 
You will learn: 
• how to develop compelling arguments that support your own opinions and interpretations of ideas presented within    
  the texts covered throughout the year. 
• to communicate by developing, sustaining, and structuring your responses in a coherent and cohesive manner. 
• how writers and directors use a selection of language techniques to achieve a specific purpose and command  
  attention. 
 
Aims: 
The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative and critical thinking - skills young people can 
take with them whatever their future holds.   
 
Assessment: 
Students will have the opportunity to gain 24 Achievement Standard credits in this subject. This will consist of 16  
internal credits and 8 external credits. To achieve University Entrance Literacy you are required to achieve 5 reading 
credits and 5 writing credits at Level 2 or above. Whilst the credits for the reading and writing components are available 
from a range of subjects, there is an expectation that you will work towards achieving these credits in your English 
course. You will also be given the opportunity to gain a Course Endorsement with Merit or Excellence in English.  
 
Course Fees 
A fee of $30 covers the cost of an AME English workbook which covers the nine Level 3 English Achievement  

Standards 3.1 to 3.9. 

Level 3 English Credits Int / Ext Literacy  
R/W 

      

Assess No Title 

91472 Respond critically to specified aspect(s) of studied written text
(s), supported by evidence 

4 E R  W       

91473 Respond critically to specified aspect(s) of studied visual or oral 4 E W       

91474 Respond critically to significant aspects of unfamiliar written 
texts through close reading, supported by evidence 

4 E R  W       

91475 Produce a selection of fluent and coherent writing which devel-
ops, sustains, and structures ideas 

6 I W       

91477 Create a fluent and coherent visual text which develops,  
sustains, and structures ideas using verbal and visual language 

3 I        

91478 Respond critically to significant connections across texts,  
supported by evidence 

4 I        

91479 Develop an informed understanding of literature and/or lan-
guage using critical texts 

4 I R       

91480 Respond critically to significant aspects of visual and/or oral text
(s) through close reading, supported by evidence 

3 I        



Course Outline: 

 

This course focuses on building upon the skills students have learned in Level 1 English Practical and further develops 

their productive and receptive language skills. The course aims to give students an opportunity to enhance their  

language skills based around a future employment focus.   

You will learn: 

• how to research a chosen career based topic and evaluate the success of their research 

• how to document their research findings in a written format 

• how to write both a general and targeted resumé 

• how to conduct themselves in a formal interview 

• how to write a business correspondence 

  

Aims: The major aim of this course is to develop intellectual curiosity, creative, and critical thinking - skills young  

people can take with them whatever their future holds. 

  

 Assessment: Students will have the opportunity to gain 18 Unit Standard credits in this subject. 

NCEA internal assessments allow a flexible approach to the collection of achievement evidence. Therefore, assess-

ment conditions will vary from in class tasks, under teacher supervision, to ongoing assessment work completed at 

home. 

Course Fees: A fee of $30 covers course costs for Level 2/3 Literacy for the year  

NCEA LEVEL 2 / 3 LITERACY                   TT code [2/3LIT] 

NCEA Level 2/3  Literacy Credits Int / Ext       

Standard 
No 

Title 

10781 Produce a plan for own future directions 3        

12383 Explore career options and their implications 3        

24871 Complete workplace forms 2        

4252 Produce a personal targeted CV (curriculum vitae) 2        

4253 Demonstrate knowledge of job search skills 3        

7117 Produce a plan to enhance own learning 2        

7118 Manage own learning programme 3        

Note: These courses are subject to change at the teacher's discretion. Course is NOT endorsable.  



NCEA LEVEL 3 MATHEMATICS       TT Code [3MAT] 

 

Course Outline: 
In Mathematics and Statistics, students explore relationships in quantities, space and data and learn to express these 
relationships in ways that help them make sense of the world around them. They have a broad range of practical appli-
cations to everyday life, from financial literacy to recreation and leisure. Many apparently simple systems in real life are 
based on complex mathematical models. 
Despite all the practical importance mentioned above, the main purpose of mathematics is not the mathematical 
knowledge itself, but to make people think critically and logically, by organising their thinking using proper mathemati-
cal statements and not accepting statements without proof. 
 
Students should be thinking mathematically and statistically through using the following processes: 
• Making sense and finding connections 
• Posing questions and solving problems 
• Visualising and representing 
• Using and interacting with technologies 
• Reflecting and communicating 
• Estimating and being precise 
• Seeking patterns and generalizing 
• Conjecturing and verifying/proving 
• Modelling and predicting 
 
Assessment: 

The course consists of 13 internal credits and 12 externals totaling 25 credits at level 3 of the national qualifications 

framework. Please find the details at the Planner in the next page and remember that it is subjected to change. The 

external exams will be held at the end of the year but students are going to be examined in a practice exam in class. It 

is expected that all students complete all standards both internal and external. 

Course fees: 

5 books costing $7 each($35)   will be used in class.  A graphic calculator will  also be needed($100) although the 

school has some to lend students. 

Standard Standard title Version Internal/ External Credits Date 

 AS91573(3.1) Apply the geometry of conic sections in solving problems  2 Internal 3 T1, W5 

AS91587(3.15) Apply systems of simultaneous equations in solving problems  2 Internal 3 T1W10 

AS91574(3.2) 

 

Apply linear programming methods in solving problems  
2 Internal 4 T2W7 

AS91580(3.8) Investigate time series data 2 External 6 T3W4 

AS91578(3.6) Apply differentiation methods in solving problems 2 External 6 T4W6(NOV) 

AS91579(3.7) Apply integration methods in solving problems 2 External 4 T4W6(NOV) 



NCEA LEVEL 3 PHYSICAL EDUCATION                                                                 TT Code: [3PEH] 
 
This course has a mixture of practical and theory assignments with a big part of the assessments being around  
practical involvement and high level written work. You will be required to work on various written and practical  
assignments as both an individual and member of a team.   
There is a mixture of assessments around anatomy and physiology, outdoor education (surfing, paintball etc), perfor-
mance of skills and societal influences on sport.  
As well as working towards achieving credits there will be plenty of opportunities to participate in a wide range of 
sports and physical activity. 
This subject is about developing life-long sporting, social and academic skills to prepare yourself for further study and 
a healthy lifestyle. 
 
This course consists of: 
Four NCEA achievement standards contributing 14 credits at Level 3 of the national qualifications framework.  
Students have the option of attempting an extra standard in term 4 if they have completed the other four standards 
increasing available credits to 18. T 
he timetable of study for the units of work are outlined in detail in the term planner. This course is able to be endorsed 
with Merit or Excellence for NCEA with 14 or more credits gained at that level. 
 
There is a cost attached to the outdoor education achievement standard which will vary from $40 to $140 depending 
on the activity your child chooses. This will be in consultation with parents and whanau. 
 
Vocational Pathways/Literacy and Numeracy 
The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the standards in the 

following table. 

STANDARD No STANDARD TITLE Int/ Ext Credits Num/Lit       

91499 Analyse a physical skill  
performed by self or others 

Int 3 L1 Lit       

91500 Evaluate the effectiveness of 
a performance improvement 

programme 

Int 4 L1 Lit, 
Num 

      

91501 Demonstrate quality  
performance of a physical 

activity in an applied setting 

Int 4 Num       

91502 Examine a current physical 
activity event, trend, or issue 

and its impact on  
New Zealand society 

Int 4 L1 Lit, UE 
Lit 

      

91504 Analyse issues in safety  
management for outdoor 
activity to devise safety  
management strategies 

Int 3 L1 Lit       

Maximum possible credits in each Vocational Pathway 

Construction and  
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing and 
Technology 

Primary Industries Service Industries Social and Community 
Services 

Creative Industries 

  8 18 10  



NCEA LEVEL 3 BIOLOGY                                                                                                       TT CODE [3BIO] 
 
Course Outline: 
This course aims to: 
Involve students in investigating the biological components of their environment and make sense of them in a 

logical and creative way.  

Use systematic and creative processes of investigation to develop scientific thinking in students who can un-
derstand and produce a constantly evolving body of knowledge and can make an important contribution to the 

decisions which are shaping our world and the world of future generations.  

Show that learning in Biology is fundamental to understanding the world in which we live and work.  It helps 
people to clarify ideas, to ask questions, to test explanations through measurement and observation, and to 

use their findings to establish the worth of an idea.  

Create an opportunity for all students to achieve a qualification in Biology that will be of value to them both 

today and in the future - a qualification that will provide the building blocks for future success in study.  

This course consists of: 

Five NCEA achievement standards contributing 18 credits at Level 2 of the national qualifications framework.  
The timetable of study for the units of work are outlined in detail in the term planner.  Four of the units are in-
ternally assessed; the remaining one will be examined in a practice exam as shown with the formal  
external examination being completed at the end of the year.  It is expected all students will complete all set 

internal standards and at least one external. 

University Entrance and Endorsement 

This course meets the requirements for one of your subject areas for University Entrance and may be en-

dorsed for Merit or Excellence for NCEA.  

Vocational Pathways/Literacy and Numeracy 

The related Vocational Pathways and possible literacy or numeracy credits are shown for each of the  

standards in the following table. 

Course Fees 

Course fees are $30 – this covers the cost of the workbook you will be using during this course. 

Field trip 

Cost $60 – this covers the cost of travel to investigate pest control in forested areas and relates to developing 

an informed response to a socio-scientific issue (such as use of 1080). 

STANDARD No STANDARD TITLE Version Int/ Ext Credits Num/Lit Date Due 
# 

Bio 3.1 AS 91601 Carry out a practical investigation in a biology context, with 
guidance 

2 Internal 4 Literacy 

Numeracy 

25 Sept 

Bio 3.4 AS 91604 
Demonstrate understanding of how an animal maintains a 
stable internal environment 

2 Internal 3 Literacy 6 Mar 

Bio 3.5 AS 91605 Demonstrate understanding of evolutionary processes 
leading to speciation 

2 External 4 Literacy 4 Sept 

Bio 3.6 AS 91606 Demonstrate understanding of trends in human evolution 2 External 4 Literacy 19 Jun 

Bio 3.7 AS 91607 Demonstrate understanding of human manipulation of 
genetic transfer and its biological implications 

2 Internal 3 Literacy 8 May 

*Actual standards may be varied at the beginning of the year subject to co-construction based around specific interests of the cohort.  

Students are reminded there are no further assessment opportunities in this subject. 



NCEA Level 3 TE REO MĀORI        TT Code [3TRM] 
 
Prerequisite: Course covered at Level 2 or on HOD approval 
 
Summary of Course:  The programme involves completing 3 internal assessments during the year which focuses on 
Listening, Speaking and Writing.  There are 2 external exams at the end of the year which involves reading articles 

and answering questions and also presenting some genre of writing. 

Standard  Internally assessed Credits       

91650 Whakarongo kia mōhio ki te reo o te ao whānui 4       

91651 Kōrero kia whakamahi i te reo o te ao whānui 6       

91654 Waihanga tuhinga i te reo o te ao whānui 6       

 Externally assessed        

91652 Pānui kia mōhio ki te reo o te ao whānui 6       

91653 Tuhi i te reo o te ao whānui 6       

Year 13 TECHNOLOGY SOFT MATERIALS                     T Code [3TSM] 
                                

This is a course that requires you to design and make a range of clothes and to produce a design folder that illustrates 
the technological processes of working with fabric. You will be required to purchase the necessary fabric to produce 

the items you design. This is an Internally assessed Unit Standard course. 

Standard 

Number 

Standard 

Title 

Credit 

Value 

Construction & 
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing 
& Technology 

Primary 
Industries 

Service 
Industries 

Social & 
Community 

Creative 

US 6700 Bagging It 

Prepare for and construct 
a  textile item for a specific 
purpose 

6             

US 6701 Speciality Fabrics 

Prepare for and construct a 
garment using special fabric 

6             

US 6699 

  

Dress to Impress 

Prepare for ad construct a 
garment for a formal occa-
sion 

6             



Year 13 FOOD AND NUTRITION                     TT Code [3FNT] 
 
Year 13 Food and Nutrition. This course there will be both 1 practical lesson and the rest theory. You will be required 
to work on a various written assessments as both an individual and a team. This course will require you to have time 
management and strong work ethics as it requires work outside of class. Course costs are $30 a term. This is to pay 

for ingredients that will be required for aspects of the course. 

Standard 
Number 

Standard 
Title 

Credit 
Value 

Literacy/
Numeracy 

Construction & 
Infrastructure 

Manufacturing & 
Technology 

Primary 
Industries 

Service 
Industries 

Social & 
Community 

Creative 

AS91466 Investigate a nutritional 
issue affecting the well-
being of New Zealand 
society. 

5 L             

AS91467 Implement an action plan 
at address a nutritional 
issue affecting the well-
being of New Zealand 
society 

5 L             

AS91469 Investigate the influence 
of multinational food 
corporations on eating 
patterns in New Zealand 

5 L             

NCEA LEVEL 3 MUSIC                      TT Code [3MUS] 

What this course involves 
From classical operas to pop hits, the study of music can enhance personal music tastes. With so many diverse styles 
of music, there are endless options to explore and students will have the opportunity to discover a wide variety of  
music. In turn, music is a fundamental aspect of any culture and a greater understanding of it can provide a unique 
insight into a society. Along with cultural knowledge, students have the chance to develop their own practical music 
skills which can further enhance not only their creative and critical abilities, but the enjoyment that comes from listening 

to music. 

What this course involves 

This course focuses on extending practical music-making including composition, arranging and music technology, as 
well as providing topics to extend musical literacy and music research skills. Students need their own instrument and 
access to a music mentor within their own community. New Zealand Scholarship exams are designed to extend very 
high achieving level 3 students. Those who wish to enter for the NZ Scholarship exam in this subject must discuss this 

option with their subject teacher. 

Standard Description Credits Assessment L1 Lit/Num UE Lit/Num 

23730 Operate music sequencing, editing, and music notation application(s) 8 Int   

91416 Perform two programmes of music as a featured soloist 8 Int   

91417 Perform a programme of music as a featured soloist on a second instrument 4 Int   

91418 Demonstrate ensemble skills by performing two substantial pieces of music 
as a member of a group 

4 Int   

91419 Communicate musical intention by composing three original pieces of music 8 Int   

91421 Demonstrate understanding of harmonic and tonal conventions in a range of 
music scores 

4 Ext   

91424 Create two arrangements for an ensemble 4 Int   

91425 Research a music topic 6 Int la UElra 

91849 Compose three original songs that express imaginative thinking 8 Int   



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 3 CHEMISTRY    TT Code [3CCHM]  

Course Outline: 

From the time people worked out how to create fire, it has been chemistry at the forefront of exciting discoveries such 

as the structure of DNA and the use of semiconductors in electronics. Chemistry looks at the behaviour of substances, 

the changes they undergo to create new ones and the reactions between them. Yet it is more than what happens at a 

micro level, it is about what it is that makes us, our materials and everything around us. Alongside this, you will learn 

essential skills and knowledge needed to analyse scientific information, conduct experiments and research. Chemistry 

is essential for a wide range of careers including medicine, pharmacy, engineering and environmental science, through 

to wine making and food technology.  

Standard Description Credits Assessment L1 Lit/Num UE Lit/Num 

6345 Analyse oxidation-reduction reactions 4 Internal   

8949 Characterise the composition of acid and 
base solutions 

4 Internal   

91388 Demonstrate understanding of spectro-
scopic data in chemistry 

3 Internal   

91389 Demonstrate understanding of chemical 
processes in the world around us 

3 Internal la UElwra 

91390 Demonstrate understanding of thermo-
chemical principles and the properties of 
particles and substances 

5 External la  

CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 3 GEOGRAPHY   TT Code [3CGEO]  

Course Outline: 

Geography explores the relationships and connections between people and both natural and cultural environments. 
Geography investigates the ways in which features are arranged on the earth’s surface. It describes and explains the 
patterns and processes that create them. Students learn to think spatially and use maps, visual images and new tech-
nologies to obtain, present and analyse information. Students will explore real and relevant contemporary contexts, 
undertake fieldwork investigations and relate them to geographic issues that affect them. By studying Geography,  
students are able to recognise the responsibilities they have in relation to other people, the environment and the long-

term sustainability of the planet. 

Standard Description Credits Int/Ext L1 Lit/Num UE Lit/Num 

91426 Demonstrate understanding of how interacting natural processes shape a 
New Zealand geographic environment 

4 Ext la UElwra 

91427 Demonstrate understanding of how a cultural process shapes geographic 
environment(s) 

4 Ext la UElwra 

91428 Analyse a significant contemporary event from a geographic perspective 3 Int la UElra 

91429 Demonstrate understanding of a given environment(s) through selection 
and application of geographic concepts and skills 

4 Ext la UElwra 

91430 Conduct geographic research with consultation 5 Int lna UEna 

91431 Analyse aspects of a contemporary geographic issue 3 Int la UElra 

91432 Analyse aspects of a geographic topic at a global scale 3 Int la  



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 3 ACCOUNTING    TT Code [3CACC]  

      

What this course involves 

Accounting is fundamental not just for businesses but everyday life. It enhances students’ financial literacy and gives 
them the tools to make real life financial decisions in a changing and uncertain world. Accounting includes the process 
of preparing and communicating financial information to a wide range of users. Further study can lead to diverse ca-
reers in accounting in many business environments worldwide. With a business or commerce degree, students can 

keep their options wide open. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UELit/
Num 

91404 Demonstrate understanding of accounting concepts for a New Zealand reporting entity 4 Ext la UElra 

91405 Demonstrate understanding of accounting for partnerships 4 Int na UEna 

91406 Demonstrate understanding of company financial statement preparation 5 Ext na UEna 

91407 Prepare a report for an external user that interprets the annual report of a New Zealand reporting 
entity 

5 Int lna UEnlw
ra 

91408 Demonstrate understanding of management accounting to inform decision-making 4 Ext lna UEna 

91409 Demonstrate understanding of a job cost subsystem for an entity 4 Int lna UEna 

CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 3 HISTORY    TT Code [3CHIS]  

What this course involves 

There are two main parts to this course. Part one - For the external standards, students will make an in-depth study of 
Tudor and Stuart England from 1558 to 1660. Students will also look at how England was governed, issues facing 

monarchs such as Elizabeth I and the early Stuart kings, and developments during the Civil War and Interregnum.  

By exploring this time-period, students will learn about early modern English society and its economy, the religious 
changes that occurred and how these remain relevant even today. Part two - For two internally assessed standards 
(AS91434 and AS91437), students will research a ‘contested historical event’ that they choose, but which must be  

approved by their teacher.  

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num 

91434 Research an historical event or place of significance to New Zealanders, using primary and sec-
ondary sources 

5 Int la UElra 

91435 Analyse an historical event, or place, of significance to New Zealanders 5 Int la UElra 

91436 Analyse evidence relating to an historical event of significance to New Zealanders 4 Ext la UElwra 

91437 Analyse different perspectives of a contested event of significance to New Zealanders 5 Int la UElra 

91438 Analyse the causes and consequences of a significant historical event 6 Ext la UElwra 

91439 Analyse a significant historical trend and the force(s) that influenced it 6 Ext la UElwra 



CORRESPONDENCE — NCEA LEVEL 3 PHYSICS    TT Code [3FNT]  

What this course involves 

Physics offers an insight into the fundamental ways the world works scientifically, and its relationship with technology. 
Essentially it is the study of the matter and energy that makes up the physical world. This includes topics such as light, 
sound, heat, movement, forces, atomic physics as well as electricity and magnetism. Students will encounter many key 
scientific ideas and concepts that support study in other science subjects and related areas such as engineering and 

health science. 

Standard Description Credits Int/ext 
L1 Lit/
Num 

UE Lit/
Num 

91521 Carry out a practical investigation to test a physics theory relating two variables in a non-linear 
relationship 

4 Int la  

91522 Demonstrate understanding of the application of physics to a selected context 3 Int la  

91523 Demonstrate understanding of wave systems 4 Ext la  

91524 Demonstrate understanding of mechanical systems 6 Ext la  

91525 Demonstrate understanding of Modern Physics 3 Int la  

91526 Demonstrate understanding of electrical systems 6 Ext la  

91527 Use physics knowledge to develop an informed response to a socio-scientific issue 3 Int la UElra 

NCEA LEVEL 2 /3 BCITO        TT Code [23BC]  

The Building and Construction Industry Training Organisation (BCITO) is the standard setting body for the building and 

construction industry.  

The following are examples of packages that the school may be able to deliver in partnership with BCITO. 

Packages Credits Construction and 
Infrastructure 

Gateway  Architectural  Aluminium  Joinery (Level 2) 21 Credits   

Gateway  Cement  and  Concrete    Attached  to  the  National  Certificate  in 
  Concrete  Core  Skills  (Level  2) 
  

22 Credits   

Gateway  Carpentry  Attached  to  the  National  Certificate  in 
 Carpentry  (Level  4)  or  National  Certificate  in   Frame  and  Truss   
Manufacture  (Level  3) 

20 Credits   

Gateway  Carpentry  Plus  Attached  to  the  National  Certificate  in 
 Carpentry  (Level  4) 

12 Credits   

NCEA LEVEL 2 /3 VOCATIONAL PATHWAYS                       TT Code [23VP]  

This will be a class where students are able to work toward completing Vocational Pathways and gateway Unit Stand-

ards. Standards will be sourced based on individual students’ interests, or related to the identified Vocational Pathways 

and will include employment skills, life skills and Industry skills. 

 

Short courses related to Vocational Pathways may also include: 

Red Shirts (The Warehouse), Maori Tourism Camp, Leadership courses, Barista. 


